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Rugby League – Results  

 
 

Team Villa Padua Iona  SPC SLC SEC 

Year 6 
Player of 
the Match 

12 – 20 
0 – 16 

Hamish Pope 
Dermot 

Whittaker 

12 – 8 
Tom Cross     

        

Year 5 
Player of 
the Match 

8 – 4 
Mitch Belyea 

4 – 12 
Nathan Wright 

20 – 16 
Nathan Wright     

        

Rugby League – Around the Grounds  

 
Year 6 
A great result for the Year 6 Rugby League team. The hard work and dedication to listen to 
feedback at training is paying off. The young men were switched on right from the beginning, 
putting together a clinical set of 6 to set the tone early. With a formidable attack, with simple draw 
and passes being executed it continued to put Iona on the back foot, including several good 
carries from Will Hutchinson, Tom Cross and Jimmy Travers. Tom, Charlie Barnett and Connor 
Head lead from the front in defence, making a number of dominant tackles. The boys showed a 
gutsy effort on their own try line at the end of the game to hold the lead - beating the opposition by 
1 try. All of the boys contributed in their own way, and it is important that they continue to work 
hard for each other to get some positive results for the rest of the season. 
 
Year 5 
The boys got off to a slow start again with Iona scoring the first try. The boys then rallied with 
memories of last week's opening half paving the way for some tough defence which led to 4 
consecutive tries from our boys. Nathan Wright was again physical in defence with several 
crunching hits and was almost unstoppable with ball in hand. The boys were patient in attack 
coming out of their own end and played some exciting footy in patches with multiple line breaks 
and great teamwork to set up their tries. A late flurry from Iona made for an interesting finish, but in 
the end, the boys dug in and did enough to hold on.  
 
 
 
 


